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On Some Extended Fuzzy Measures Applicable to Stochastic 

Automata 

M. NEAGU 

Abstract. This paper studies the possibility to predict with a certain im- 
precision the external behaviour of a stochastic automaton where we don't 

have complete information concerning the output function. We express the 
lack of information by defining an output function which asssigns to each 

current internal state of the automaton a set of subsets A of output symbols. 
To each subset A we assign a probability rmeasure p(A). The probability 

measure means that we know that one symbol a of the corresponding subset 
A will be the output symbol (with the probability p(A)) but we don't know 
anything about how that symbol a is selected from the subset A of output 
symbols. Under these circumstances we define a confidence level which gives 
us some information about the chances of each symbol to be (at a ceratin 

moment) the output symbol. 

1. Preliminaries 

1.1. Stochastic Automata. Let X be a finite nonempty set called alphabet. The 
members of the set X are symbols or letters. By sequence (or word over X) we 

denote any finite string of symbols of X. To designate sequences we will use 
letters like u, v, u. By l(w) we denote the number of symbols from X which 
compose the sequence w and we call l(w) the length of w. With A we denote the 
ermpty word (or empty sequence) for which {A) = 0. As known, concatenation, 
as binary operation, is defined for finite sequences according to the following: 
let u = ziTn and v = 1.Vm (where i, V; ¬ X for all i = 1,... ,n and 

j= 1,... , m), then uv:= "1.. .nU yn. The result of concatenation is also a 
sequence over X. X* = {u|u is a sequence over z}u {A} denotes the free monoid 
over X under concatenation with identity . 
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ON SOME EXTENDED FUZZY MEASURES APPIICABLE TO STOCHASTIC AUTOMATA Definition 1.1. A deterministic Mealy finite automaton is a system of the 
form A = (X, Y, S, 8, v) where: 

1. X, Y and S are finite nonempty sets designating the input alphabet, the output alphabet and the set of internal states of the automaton respectively; 2. 6: X x S->S is an application which establishes the new inlernal state, depending on the input symbol received by the automaton in the current state; 
3. v: X xSY is an application which establishes the oulput symbol as the response of the automaton to the input symbol received by the automaton in the current state. 

The applications ß and v describe the internal and the external behaviour of the automaton, respectively. If the behaviour of an automaton follows probabilistic laws, we obtain: 

Definition 1.2. A generalized stochastic automaton is a system of the form A = (X,Y,S, {p{s',yls,z)}) where: 
1. X,Y and S are finite nonempty sets designating the input alphabet, the output alphabet and the set of internal states of the automaton, respectively; 2. {p(s',vls, r)} = {p(s, yls, r)|r e X,y¬ Y, s, s E S} is the set of transition probabilities. p(s', yls, «) represents the conditional transition probability of the automaton from state s to state s' under the input a and assuming that the output symbol is y. 

The conditional transition probabilities satisfy 0 < p{s', yls, z) <1 and 

2P(uls, 2) = 1 
'ES yEY 

for all (s, z) E SxX. A generalized stochastic automaton is supposed to bea Sequential and syncron machine. Its behaviour is described in matricial form by P(ylr) = (P:; (yl«)), for i = 1,... ,n, j = 1,... ,m and for all reX, yEY. Here Pij(u|z) :=p{s;,yls;, t) if we can order the internal states of the automaton. The sequential behaviour of the autómaton is expressed by P(vylu«) = P(vju)P(ylz) for all zEX, u¬X+, yEY, vEY*. 
Let the stochastic vector mo describe the fact that the automaton starts from ne state with a certain probability. To denotes the initial state partition. An au-aton for which the initial state partition is defined, is called initial automaton. 

n the case of an initial automaton r(ylE) = ToP(gl) 
ition 1.3. A stochastic Mealy automaton is a generalized stochastic 
ton where for all s, s'ES and all r¬X, yEY the following holds for the 
runsition probabililies of the automalon: (1) 

P(, uls, ) = P(*|s, =}p(uls, =) 
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If we usc the notation p(yls, x, s') = p{s', vls, r)/p(s'|s, z) where p(s|s, z)40 
it is obvious that in the case of a stochastic Mealy automaton we obtain p(yis, z. 

P(uls, =). 

1.2. Fuzzy Measures. 

Definition 1.4. A fuzzy measure is determined by a function g : P(X)>[0, 11 
which assigns to each crisp subset ofa universal set X a real number in [0, 11. 

A fuzzy measure verifies the well-known axioms: 

Gl: g(0) = 0 and 9(X) = 1; 

G2: if ACB, than g(A)<g(B) for all A, BEP(X) 
G3: if X is not a finite set, then for each sequence (A,EP(X)|iEN) of sub 

sets of X for which A^CA2C... or A12A2..., the following holds: 

limo 9(A;) = g(limio A). 
Definition 1.5. A belief measure is a function Bel: P(X) > [0, 1] that satisfies 
the arioms G1-G3 and additionaly, the following: 

Bel(A4UAU..-UAn)2Bel(A,)- Bel(A,nA,)+.-(-1)*1 Bel(Arn.. .nA.) 
for all nEN and all families of subsets of X. 

Definition 1.6. A plausibility measure is a function Pls: P(x)+[0, 1] that sat- 
isfies the azioms G1-G3 and additionaly, the following: 

Pls(AnA2n--nA.)2 Pls(A:)-PlslA,UAj) +"(-1)n+ Pis{AjU. UAn) 

for all nEN and all families of subsets of X. 

It is easy to show that, for all subsets A of X, the following hold: 

(2) Bel(A) = 1- Pls(XA) Pls(A) = 1 - Bel(XA) 

By XA we denote the complement of A. 
It is possible to express the belief measure as well as the corresponding plau- 

sibility measure using the application m : P(X)-[0, 1], called basic probabil1ty 
assignment. "The application m satisfies n(0) =0 and LaeP(x) m(4) = 1 and m 

is not a fuzzy mneasure. 

Given a basic probability assignment m, one can determine uniquely the beliet 
as well as the corresponding plausibility measure, for all subsets A of X, according 
to the relations: 

(3) Bel(A) = m(B) and Pls(A) = m(B) 

BCA BnA#D 

It is casy to show that Pls(A)>Bel(A). 
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N SOME EXTENDED FUZZY MEASURES APPLICABLE TO STOCHASTIC AUTOMATA 
A is called focal clement of m if m(A) > 0. The pair (F, m) represents a body f evidence if F is a set of focal elements and m stands for the corresponding basic 

probability assignment. 

Stochastic Automaton with Inprecise and Uncertain Output Func 
tion 

Definition 2.1. A stochastic automaton wilh imprecise output function is a sys- tem of the form A = (X, Y, S, {p(s"|s, r)}, 4, To) uherc: 

(i): X, Y and S are Jinite nonempty sels designating the input alphabet, the 

output alphabet and the set of internal states; 
(ii): {p(s |s, z)} represents the set of values of the condilional transition prob-abilities of the automaton; 
(ii): To: S>0,1] denotes the initial state partition of the automalon; 
(iv): 4 : S>(P(Y)x [0, 1]) is the oulput function which designates the pos- sible output symbols corresponding to each current internal state of the 

automaton. 

denotes an application of the form: u(s;) ={<A1j,P1j>, <A2j,P2j>, <A;,P}>} for each state s; ES and for the subsets A; of Y for which p; has strict positive 
values. 

The following relations hold: 

(4) OSPS1, (for i= 1,.) andp=1 
i=l 

for every j, index of any internal state s¬S. 
Note that r in the above relations depends on the state sj. 
he output function j maps an internal state of the automaton into a set of 

pairs where the first element is a subset of the set of output symbols Y and the 

d clement is a positive real number less than unity, representing a probability 
measure. 

n the case of generalized stochastic automata it is possi ble to represent the 
unction by a deterministic application depending only on the current state. 
It was that for any generalized stochastic automaton there exists an equiv 
OOe stochastic automaton with deterministic output function. [7 

stochastic automaton 
exact information 

state. This inexa 
for slate 8, the application u can be of the form: 

with imprecise output function we mean that there 

about the output symbol corresponding to a new internal 

"s Inexactity consists of both imprecision and uncertainty. For example,

.. m),P>}, )={<{yn, va}, pP1,>, <{us} P2j 19k 
where yEY for all indexes . 
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By <{, ya}, P1;> we express the fact thal, in state s, the automaton may 

have as output one of the symbols y1 or yi with probability p;. We do not know 

anything about the chances of yi beeing the output prefered to the output u 

but we know that the choice of the set {y1, va} is made with probability 
Analogously, p; represents the probability to have as output one of the symbols 

yk,, ym without knowing anything about how the symbol will be choosen frorm 

the others in the subset to which it belongs. 
We may suppose that all values p are positive values without restricting 

generality. Note that pi, as probabilities assigned to subsets of Y, are values of a 

probability distribution on the power set ofY. That means that are values of 
basic probability assignment on Y. We may use for p(s,) the notation: 

(5) As)= {<Ax, mz(A«)>|AxEP(Y)Am, (Ak)>0} 
for k= 1,.. , nj, where a,cY n, (Ax) = 1 and m(0) = 0. 

Note that the set Y of possible output symbols corresponding to state s 
is defined using the focal elements of the body of evidence defined on Y, focal 

elements which correspond to the basic probability assignment n;. So, the def 
inition says that for each internal state of the automaton there is a probability 

distribution on the power set of Y, the set of output symbols. 

Proposition 2.2. Let A be a stochastic automaton with imprecise output jfunction 

as described in Definition 2.1. 1f the definition of the application 4 is based on 
a basic probability assignment on the singletons (sets which consist only of one 
element) ofY, then the automaton is a generalized stochastic automaton as it was 

described in Definition 1.2. 

Proof. Let A = {u} for all i = l,... ,r and s, ES. We supposed that all 

P>0.We can add all the output symbols of Y which were not mentioned in subsets 
A, and we can put p; = 0 for all those output symbols. 

It is obvious that the relations (4) hold. 
In that case, from f4) we know that the values p represent the values of a 

probability distribution in classical sense. It is trivial to show that under 
circumstances, the automaton 18 a general1zed stochastic automaton. 

Example 2.3. Let A =< {r1, 2, 73}, {vi, V2, Ua}. {s1, 82, 83}, {P}, 4, (1,0,0)> be 
a stochastic automaton with imprecise output function, where the transition prob abilities are ezpressed in the form: 

P(i) P2) = P(a) 
and the oulput function is defined by: 

81)= {<{v2},0.15>, <{1, v2},0.85>} 
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(5)= {<{n,v»},0.2>, <{m, 3»},0.2>, <{us},0.6>} 
u(sa)= {<{v1},0.5>, <{v»},0.5>} 

Note that the initial state is s1 and P=1, p>0 for all i = 1,.. . ,3. 

Definition 2.4. Let A be an automaton as in 2.1 The pair of values: 

(6) 
CL,(Ax) ={<bel,{Ak), pls, (A» )>|bel, (A»), pls, (As)E[0, 1]bel, (A») Spls, (A»)} 

is called confidence level and is defned for all subsets A, ¬P(Y) of output symbols 
and for any state sES. 

In the above definition bel and pls denote the belief and the plausibility valucs 
respectively, values corresponding to the subset Ak of possible output symbols. 
These values depend on the current state s of the automaton. 

We may say that CL represents the degree of belief, or the degree of confidence 
that we have in the source of informations concerning the subsets of possible output 

symbols. 
Starting from the values of the basic probability assignment, which has posi-

tive values for some subsets Ak, we may establish for any subset of output symbols 
the lower limit (the belief value) and the upper limit (the plausibilty value) of the 

confidence that we have assigned to that subset. 
The upper and the lower limits are obtained according to the relations (3), 

where we use one basic probability assignment on Y for a certain moment. Note 
that there may exist many basic probability assignments on Y for the same state 
s. They express the available evidence for some subsets of Y at a certain moment. 

To compute the values of CL,(A%), for any AkCY, we need the following 

formulas: 

bel,(4)= LBÇA, m,(8)=ZBCA, A(s, B), 
pls, (A)= LBnAs#0 Tm,{5) = LBnA #0 H{S; 6) 

With (s; B) we denote the values P corresponding to the subset B which, 
fron all pairs defining {s), correspond to the sum conditions in the formula. 

(7) 

Example 2.5. Let A be the automaton described in Ezample 2.5. Let's compute 

the confidence levels for the subset K = {v2}. We obtain: 

CLs, (K) = {<0.15, 1>} 
Cls,(K) = {<0,0.4>) 

Cls, (K) = {<0.5,0.5>} 

From (7) we have 

be,, (K) = 0.15, pls,, (K) = 0.15 +0.85 = 1, 

bel,, (K) =0, 
bel,, (K) =0.5, 

pls,, (K) = 0.2+ 0.2= 0.4, 

pls,, (K) = 0.5 
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In the case of a stochastic automaton with imprecIse output function, we 

admit to consider each possible output symbol together with its CL,, computed 

according to the current basic probability assignment, which means the current 

amount of cvidence on the outputs of the automaton in each internal state s. 
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